January 2010
Wild Winter Weather and Its Consequences

The wintry conditions being experienced over much of the eastern two-thirds of the nation during the first part of the winter of 2009-2010 is taking its toll on the population leading to weather-related hardship and incidents. This particular season snow and freezes have penetrated to areas that seldom experience winter’s worst.

Slip and fall incidents are one of the most common types of cases the AccuWeather.com Forensics Department deals with caused by winter weather. While all of these situations have some similarities, they are unique given the multitude of weather conditions prior to and during the time of the fall. Temperature fluctuations, various forms of precipitation, wind, sun exposure, run-off and more can come into play. Regardless of the situation, nothing is ever too complex for the AccuWeather.com Team of Forensic Meteorologists to handle.

The combined experience in Forensic Meteorology within the department is well over 100 years!

Automobile accidents, snow-load roof collapses, hypothermia and frozen pipes are other examples in winter weather-related conditions that our meteorologists have compiled vast knowledge and experience.

Even if you believe the odds are stacked against your client, our meteorologists may uncover evidence that was overlooked. Our team can supply written address-specific reports and expert testimony.

Give the AccuWeather.com Forensics Department a call at 814-235-8626 during normal business hours between 8:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Eastern, Monday through Friday or leave a voice mail in confidence and someone will get back to you as soon as possible. There is no fee for the initial phone consultation.